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Name: Date: __/__/20__

Not that he had committed or that he contemplated _____________ a
crime.
1.

(commit)
committing

The wind and tide would prevent him _____________ any part of the coast
to the northward.
2.

(gain)
gaining

I have heard of a man pulling out to avoid _____________ his own horse;
but that boy pulled out because his horse refused.
3.

(kill)
killing

It was evident that he must use all his patience and keep on
_____________.
4.

(wait)waiting

She could not well avoid _____________ us if she had tried to do so, we
were so near.
5.

(hit)
hitting

Who could avoid _____________ its decisive significance for the age?6.
(see)

seeing

Next day we kept on _____________ northward between the edge of the
ice and the land.
7.

(beat)
beating

Some of the passengers carry on _____________ at the numerous birds
from the stern of the ship; but it is cruel sport.
8.

(shoot)
shooting

Why, I keep on _____________ myself whether I've done right in giving it
at all.
9.

(ask)
asking

They were so numerous that it was impossible for me to avoid
_____________ and _____________ that no such grief had been permitted
to come over me.

10.

(see) (feel)
seeing feeling

Do you mind _____________ me how to spell it?11. (tell)telling

And the worst of it was, that everything combined to prevent me
_____________ the absolute quiet which I needed.
12.

(obtain)obtaining

At 7 a-clock I mentioned _____________ home; at 8.13. (go)going
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No, I don't think a fellow would mind ' _____________ it' in the ordinary
way-a bullet, say.
14.

(get)
getting

At noon, he delayed _____________ in order not to face the crowd.15.
(go out)

going out

Indeed, you can hardly contemplate _____________ for the stage, as
there is no stage to write for.
16.

(write)
writing

Yet I don't know how I'm to prevent her _____________ after me, at all
events now and then.
17.

(come out)
coming out

All three were silent, and avoided _____________ at each other; but the
next moment, by an almost frantic gesture, Agathe laid her finger on her lips
as if to entreat a secrecy no one desired to break.

18.

(look)

looking

We'll keep on _____________ and _____________ and we'll just have to
come to something, some time.
19.

(walk) (walk)
walking walking

I was hoping that I might manage to keep on _____________ till the train
stopped.
20.

(laugh)
laughing
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